24 Years Nurturing Scientists in Macao: From A Desert to A State Key
Laboratory of China Excelling in the World-Stage of Electronics

Abstract
This presentation focuses on the understudied role of research groups contributing to develop the
knowledge bases of developing universities in regions lagging behind in human, financial and scientific
resources. It analyses the evolution of a research group that in a bit more than 2 decades achieved
world-wide recognition in the field of microelectronics, with an impact on both teaching activities and
engineering research and development at the University of Macau, Macao and China. Our analysis
concludes that voluntarism and loose organizational structures from the start stimulate the development
of solid scientific agendas and institutional identity, and that counter-intuitive policies including academic
inbreeding, may also be needed and unavoidable in this effort. The use of these counter-intuitive policies
and their effects, however, can be mitigated by transforming education to highlight internationalization
at the world-top level with extremely high quality standards and measurable outcomes. This requires
the committed involvement of research group leaders in both research and education. Lastly, another
key component of university development may lie in hiring and giving freedom to young promising
scholars with will and drive to lead and act. The contents will include a reference to the evolution from
the initial area of Analog circuits that 40 years ago were considered in extinction since Digital circuits
were emerging everywhere. This assumption was completely incorrect since our world is still Analog and
the amazing development in the Digital domain led to stringent requirements in the translation interface
between the real Analog World and the Digital Information that has been required to become faster,
more accurate, consuming less power and occupying a smaller area on chip. Further, it implied that
scientific work in the now called area of Analog and Mixed-Signal VLSI became a mixture combining
theory and creativity merging engineering with human art and in high demand in an ultra-fast changing
technological world. This will be illustrated by referring examples of works originated in SwitchedCapacitor High-Frequency Filtering in CMOS sub-micron technologies that evolved now to a whole new
spectrum of Analog and Mixed-Signal Circuits in state-of-the-art nanoscale CMOS which has been further
extended to an exciting developing new area designated by Microfluidics that merges electronics with
chemistry and biology.
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